itle

isit the refined beauty of apan
overing the three largest gardens in apan
that reveal the roots of apanese beauty

verview

kayama & urashiki

apan's first

alking our

egion： kayama ity

estern art museum and other must see spots

kayama ity and urashiki ity two of the most popular areas in the hugoku and etouchi regions of
apan are home to many of kayama refecture's most distinctive tourist attractions kayama ity is
dotted with spots where you can enjoy art focusing on traditional apanese beauty such as the gorgeous
tower of kayama astle and apanese gardens urashiki ity is also a must see for its historical
townscape which was once a place for the stocking of goods as well as offering a unique taste of estern
culture ome of the highlights of the tour include kayama orakuen arden a apanese garden with
over
years of history which has been awarded three stars by the ichelin uide for its beautiful
scenery and the urashiki ikan istorical uarter which has been compared to the streets of yoto and
is of great historical value ther must see attractions in kayama include museums that have influenced
the development of apan's unique aesthetic sense his tour is recommended for those who want to
explore not only the popular sightseeing spots but also an in depth exploration of apanese cultural
sensibilities
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multilingual tour guide staff ( apanese
independent assessment

nglish

hinese) who has passed an

Ⅰ n all encompassing one day tour of kayama ity and
urashiki ity two of kayama's most popular tourist
destinations

nique elling oints

he focus of this tour is the beauty of kayama ity and
urashiki ity n kayama ity you will visit kayama astle’s
gorgeous tower apanese gardens as well as other places of
traditional apanese beauty n urashiki ity you can enjoy the
historical value and beauty of the city's landscape a scenery
which has been compared to the streets of yoto his is a
luxury plan that allows you to fully enjoy the beauty of kayama
in a single day
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Ⅱ You can enjoy one of the most historically significant
landscapes in apan

nique elling oints

he area along the urashiki iver in urashiki ity is known as
the " urashiki ikan rea" and its architecture and traditional
beauty has earned a comparison to the olden streets of yoto
he area was developed as a distribution centre for goods in
the do period (
) and the traditional buildings and old
townscape have been preserved to this day oday the area is
a popular place to enjoy the quaint atmosphere of renovated
traditional machiya houses converted into stylish shops and
cafes

画像２

Ⅲ taste of estern art which has had a major influence on
the development of apan's unique aesthetic

nique elling oints

recautionary considerations

n the tour you will visit the famous hara useum of rt in
urashiki the first private western art museum in apan t was
founded by agosaburo hara urabo ompany’s second
president an entrepreneur who contributed to the cultural
development of urashiki You will surely be fascinated by the
aesthetic curiosity of the works of art displayed containing a
fusion of apanese and estern beauty that can only be
enjoyed here
eet up and tour explanation in front of the entral xit ticket gate in
・ kayama lectric ailway
～
・ kayama astle
kayama orakuen arden
ishikawa anal ark
・ urashiki ikan istorical uarter
urashiki vy quare
hara useum of rt

hours before

kayama astle will be closed for renovations from une
to utumn
lease note that in case of such temporary closures other spots
included we reserve the right to change the places to be visited
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n case of bad weather
emergency delay or no show

【 utline of each spot】
kayama lectric ailway his tramway is very popular with the locals he design of the cars is quite distinctive and varies from
retro cars that are over
years old to those adorned with whimsical cat illustrations you never know which car you’ll be able to
ride and that’s half the fun! he line has a history of over
years and is a well loved sight in kayama ity

・ n the event of bad weather on the day of the tour the means of
transportation destinations and routes may be changed
・ f you do not arrive at the departure point within
minutes of the agreed
time it will be treated as a no show

kayama astle he symbol of kayama ith its unique building shape in large part thanks to a river acting as its moat kayama
castle presents a unique aesthetic sense making it the only one of its kind in apan t also serves as a museum where visitors can
learn more about the period when samurai were active

tinerary

kayama orakuen arden his is one of apan's oldest and most famous gardens built over
years ago he beauty of the
landscape has earned it three stars on the ichelin reen uide t is also notable for its history of gradual alterations to the
landscape according to the personal aesthetic tastes of successive feudal lords
ishigawa anal ark park where you can feel the current day atmosphere of kayama ity oth banks of the north south
canal have been turned into a park which is often used as a place for artistic activities by the citizens long the canal is amachi
the largest amusement district in kayama
urashiki ikan istorical uarter his is the area where the old streets were laid out during the samurai period he view of the
quarter from a traditional rowing boat is a unique experience he area is also home to traditional machiya houses that have been
converted into some of the most fashionable restaurants in kayama offering traditional kayama cuisine
urashiki vy quare his complex of hotels and restaurants covered in ivy dating back over
years ago is a valuable work of
art that embodies the harmony between an and nature here is also a museum where you can learn more about the history of
urashiki making it a must visit place when in the city

nsurance upport
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hara useum of rt his museum famous as the first private western art museum in apan was founded by one of urashiki's
leading industrialists ne of its unique highlights are the exhibited works focused on the unique apanese aesthetic sensibility of
finding beauty in everyday objects
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